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Nuclear girl Nuke brings deflation to Earth. She built deflation into the smart contract. Now, Nuke wants to get back to her galaxy at radioactive speed (that earthlings are not yet familiar with). With the first-ever half-life burn in planet Earth's crypto history, Nuke grants us the $NUKE pump directly into space.










What is blockchain space

What is blockchain used for?

The blockchain space is a rapidly evolving field that is transforming the way we store and transfer data, assets, and value. At its core, blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that enables secure, transparent, and immutable record-keeping of transactions. However, the applications of blockchain technology go far beyond just financial transactions.

Blockchain technology has the potential to disrupt industries such as healthcare, supply chain management, real estate, and more. It offers benefits such as increased transparency, improved security, reduced costs, and enhanced efficiency. As a result, many businesses and organizations are exploring ways to integrate blockchain into their operations and workflows.

One of the key characteristics of blockchain technology is decentralization. Rather than relying on a central authority to manage transactions, blockchain uses a network of nodes to validate and confirm transactions. This makes the system more resistant to fraud, hacking, and corruption.

Another important aspect of blockchain technology is immutability. Once a transaction is recorded on the blockchain, it cannot be altered or deleted. This creates a tamper-proof record of all transactions, which is particularly valuable for industries such as finance and healthcare.

The blockchain space is not limited to just one type of blockchain. There are many different blockchain platforms, each with their own unique features, capabilities, and limitations. For example, Bitcoin is a blockchain platform that is primarily used for transferring value, while Ethereum is a platform that enables the creation of decentralized applications (DApps).

One of the most promising applications of blockchain technology is smart contracts. Smart contracts are self-executing contracts that are programmed to automatically execute when certain conditions are met. This has the potential to revolutionize industries such as insurance, where claims can be automatically processed and paid out based on predefined rules.

Despite the many benefits of blockchain technology, there are still challenges that need to be addressed. One of the biggest challenges is scalability. As more transactions are added to the blockchain, the network can become congested, resulting in slower transaction times and higher fees. Another challenge is regulation, as governments and regulatory bodies struggle to keep up with the rapid pace of hire blockchain consultants technological change.

In conclusion, the blockchain space is a rapidly evolving field with enormous potential. As more businesses and organizations explore ways to integrate blockchain into their operations, we are likely to see a wide range of innovative applications emerge. While there are still challenges that need to be addressed, the future of blockchain technology looks promising.

Block Chain Space

Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger technology that allows secure and transparent transactions to take place without the need for intermediaries such as banks or other financial institutions. While the technology was originally developed for use in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, it has since expanded to be used in many other industries Aviator. Here are some of the most common uses of blockchain technology:

	
Cryptocurrencies: Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, crypto exchange and Litecoin are the most well-known applications of blockchain technology. Blockchain technology allows for secure, decentralized transactions without the need for intermediaries.


	
Supply Chain Management: Blockchain technology is used to track the movement of goods throughout the supply chain. By using blockchain, supply chain managers can have real-time visibility into the movement of goods, reducing fraud, and improving efficiency.


	
Healthcare: Blockchain technology is used to store and manage patient data securely. Blockchain technology ensures that patient data is accurate, secure, and tamper-proof, making it ideal for use in healthcare.


	
Voting: Blockchain technology is used to create secure and transparent voting systems. By using blockchain, voting systems can be tamper-proof and prevent fraud, ensuring that the voting process is fair and transparent.


	
Smart Contracts: Smart contracts are self-executing contracts that are written in code and stored on the blockchain. Smart contracts can automate many business processes and reduce the need for intermediaries.


	
Identity Management: Blockchain technology can be used to securely store and manage identity information. This can be used to prevent identity theft and improve the security of online transactions.




Blockchain technology has many applications beyond cryptocurrencies. It can be used to improve the security, transparency, and efficiency of many different industries and applications.

A Blockchain Protocol for Authenticating Space

As space exploration becomes increasingly important and commercialized, the need for a secure and reliable system for authenticating space assets and activities becomes more critical. Blockchain technology, with its ability to create secure, transparent, KUNA Pay and tamper-proof records, is an ideal candidate for this task. In this article, we propose a blockchain protocol for authenticating space assets and activities.

The proposed protocol consists of three main components: a blockchain network, a space asset registry, and a space activity log. The blockchain network serves as the backbone of the system, providing the secure and transparent record-keeping functionality. The space asset registry is a database of all registered space assets, including spacecraft, satellites, and other equipment. The space activity log records all space activities, including launches, maneuvers, and landings.

To authenticate a space asset, the asset owner would first register the asset in the space asset registry. This registration would include the asset's unique identification number, ownership information, and technical specifications. Once the asset is registered, a corresponding digital asset would be created on the blockchain network. This digital asset would contain all relevant information about the physical asset, including its location, status, and ownership.

To authenticate a space activity, the activity operator would record the activity in the space activity log. This record would include the date and time of the activity, the asset involved in the activity, and any other relevant details. This record would be added to the blockchain network as a transaction, which would be verified and confirmed by the network.

The proposed protocol offers several benefits. First, it provides a secure and tamper-proof record of all space assets and activities, which is critical for ensuring the safety and security of Accept Bitcoin Payments and operations. Second, it enables easy tracking and monitoring of space assets and activities, which is useful for regulatory compliance and maintenance purposes. Finally, it offers a transparent and trustworthy system for space asset and activity authentication, which is essential for commercial space activities.

However, there are also several challenges that need to be addressed. One challenge is the need for a standardized system for space asset identification and registration. Another challenge is the need for a global consensus on the use of blockchain technology for space asset and activity authentication.

In conclusion, the proposed blockchain protocol offers a promising solution for authenticating space assets and activities. As space exploration and commercialization continue to grow, it is critical to have a reliable and trustworthy system for managing space assets and operations. The proposed protocol provides a robust and secure foundation for such a system.

Blockchain Space price today

Some interesting general facts about cryptocurrency prices and their fluctuations in the market.

	
Cryptocurrency prices are highly volatile: Cryptocurrencies, including Blockchain Space (BSPACE), can experience rapid price fluctuations due to a variety of factors, including supply and demand, news events, and market sentiment. This volatility can make it difficult for investors to predict price movements and can lead to significant gains or losses in a short amount of time.


	
Market capitalization is a key metric for cryptocurrencies: Market capitalization is the total value of all coins or tokens in circulation. It is calculated by multiplying the current price by the total number of coins or tokens in circulation. Market capitalization is used to rank cryptocurrencies and is often cited as an important metric for determining the overall health of a cryptocurrency.


	
Cryptocurrencies can be influenced by news events: News events, such as government regulations or large-scale adoption by corporations, can have a significant impact on the price of cryptocurrencies. For example, news of Tesla investing in Bitcoin in early 2021 led to a significant increase in the price of Bitcoin.


	
Cryptocurrencies can experience price bubbles: Cryptocurrencies, like any other asset, can experience price bubbles, where the price of the asset becomes detached from its underlying value. In 2017, Bitcoin experienced a massive price bubble, with the price reaching nearly $20,000 before crashing back down to around $3,000.




The world of cryptocurrency is complex and dynamic, and it is important for investors to stay informed and be aware of the risks involved in investing in cryptocurrencies.

HALF-LIFE LIQUIDITY BURN?

Half-Life (symbol t1⁄2) is the time required for a quantity to reduce to half of its initial value. The term is commonly used in to describe how quickly unstable atoms undergo radioactive decay or how long stable atoms survive. The term is also used more generally to characterize any type of exponential or non-exponential decay. In the case of $NUKE, half-life refers to the time by which half of $NUKE tokens in liquidity are burned.
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Example under Constant Conditions (Total Supply = 1015)

	Months	Total Burns
	1-3	500,000,000,000,000
	3-6	750,000,000,000,000
	6-9	875,000,000,000,000
	9-12	937,500,000,000,000
	12-15	968,750,000,000,000
	15-18	984,375,000,000,000



Remark: Due to trading, burn does not follow a constant curve. When people buy $NUKE, there are fewer tokens in the pool, so the burn slows down. When people sell $NUKE there are more tokens in the pool, which increases the burn rate.















TOKENOMICS






Smart Contract

0x03c580eecf2c36ab8a77a71d56d867ecd495552d










Initial Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000,000 (One Quadrillion)










Locked Liquidity

95% of total supply locked in liquidity










Max Hold*

To protect Nuke from the ghastly whales of space, a buy limit of 1‰ (≙ 0.1%) of the total supply per wallet is introduced.










Max Sell

To protect us from evil dumpers, a maximum sell limit of 0.1‰ (≙ 0.01%) of the total supply per day and wallet is implemented.











If the maximum percentage per wallet is exceeded, the tokens that are ABOVE the limit are automatically burned on the holder's wallet.

We recommend not buying more than 90% of the announced max hold per wallet to avoid burnings. 






*Important: The max hold percentage can never be reduced, only increased! This way, the tokens of Nuke's supporters can never be burned. Instead, we can increase the holdings per wallet.

Max Hold Exceptions: 3 Wallets are whitelisted.

	LP Wallet:
0xB13355119d15cb6ff095Bd9Fe045EEC28853beA1
	Marketing 3% (of Initial Total Supply):
0xd491F1CE038A408adfBe6F13a02Cfb5eEC46F56b
	Future Development 2% (of Initial Total Supply):
0x60D92115cfE3E3c550088f2d44FA39C121F431e0


In order for Nuke's spaceship to safely exit Earth's atmosphere, the crew operating $NUKE will help collect initial radioactivity at liftoff by purchasing tokens among all others. At liftoff the limit will be drastically increased. Important: The max hold percentage can never be reduced, only increased! This way, the tokens of Nuke's supporters can never be burned unjustified. Instead, we can increase the holdings per wallet.
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PUMP WARRANTY

With the first half-life burn in the history of cryptocurrencies on planet Earth, Nuke is always granting us neon green candles to fuel her spaceship with more and more radioactivity.




WHALE PROTECTION

Where Nuke comes from, society has long been social. That's what she expects from the earthlings too! She does not allow Earthlings to hold more than 1‰ (≙ 0.1%) of the total supply per wallet.




DUMP DEFENSE

To protect us from evil dumpers, Nuke has built-in a defense into the smart contract. It will not be possible to sell more $NUKE than 0.1‰ (≙ 0.01%) of the total supply per day and per wallet. Besides, the half-life principle will also protect us. Why is that? Simple. The moment people sell, more $NUKE end up in LP and get burned.










TIP JAR
Let’s pick up radioactive speed and help Nuke return by reaching one billion market cap!

Tip Us










HOW TO BUY
$NUKE YOUR WALLET
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METAMASK
Visit metamask.io, download the plugin and follow the instructions in the video: CLICK HERE

TRUSTWALLET
Download TrustWallet on your mobile app and follow these instructions: CLICK HERE





2

Now you need to add the BSC network. To do this, visit chainlist.org, search for BSC and click connect wallet in the ChainID 56 search result. Remember to keep a small amount of $BNB to pay the transaction fees.





3

Buy $NUKE now on Pancakeswap: CLICK AND BUY HERE

After that, watch the value of your $NUKE skyrocket to galactic heights. 🔥🚀🤑












Who is Nuke?
She comes from a land down-under




Nuke came to Earth to demonstrate how tokenomics works where it comes from – a planet in a galaxy where crypto was invented a quadrillion years ago. Now Nuke has to get to their galaxy at radioactive speed (which Earthlings don't know yet). With the very first half-life burn in the crypto history of planet Earth, she makes sure to be shot straight into space.













For Nukians, wealth is like air to breathe for Earthlings. It is simply there.













When nuclear moon?
Follow us to stay up to date
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